The Digestive System!!!

By Zoe and Skye!!
The Digestive system all starts when you eat food for example an apple and it starts when you chew in your mouth that make tiny pieces and then it makes its way to the throat to the oesophagus and then it goes down into your stomach and forms.
We will be back after the break!!!
More facts about the Digestive system!!!!

- now we are going to show you a fun game

- [http://nature.ca/discover/exm/blddgstvsystm/index_e.cfm](http://nature.ca/discover/exm/blddgstvsystm/index_e.cfm)
Now we are going to show you a poster

The digestive system cycle!!

First it starts when you chew that forms a sort of sliver that turns into a type of paste!!

Then it goes into your throat and goes into your oesophagus!!

Then it starts again!!

After it goes through your stomach and into pipes and it might twist!!
The body
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